PALLETGUARD
Description and Application
CATEGORY
Wood Paint

DESCRIPTION
PalletGuard is a high-quality, enviro-friendly exterior wooden pallet coating, designed and
formulated using quality raw materials to combat South Africa’s extreme climatic conditions. As
well as being user-friendly (almost zero spatter, low odour, easy to apply), Pallet Guard seals the
wood it is applied to, coating the wood with a waterproof, hard wearing decorative and protective
finish. Pallet Guard’s formulation is very specific. It conforms to EURO Standards on VOC (Volatile
Organic Content), which is less than 5% with no toxic pigments or materials being used. Should a
painted pallet be burned the only smoke emission will be carbon dioxide. PalletGuard is also hard
wearing (reduces pallet damage) yet is still very flexible (more than 200%), which allows the
product to move with the expansion and contraction of the wood. Pallet Guard will stop fungal
growth on the wood with excellent U.V. protection (tested to 10 years). Combine all these
properties and you have a product that can effectively double the life span of wooden pallets.
PalletGuard can, on request, be made in almost any colour. Pallets can therefore be branded in
corporate colours or by product, etc.

FEATURES
Resistance to UV (Sun) passes 1500 hour test
200% flexibility (can stretch 200%) or more
Stain resistant. Now will resist even hydrocarbon staining.
Mould resistant
Waterproofs
Pallet Guard washes easily (dust removed simply by rinsing with a hose pipe).
Adhesion promoted: Can be applied to whole range of surfaces besides wood.

SURFACE PREPARATION AND APPLICATION
NEW WOOD
1. Ensure wood is clean and dry.
2. Coat all sides of the wood with 2 coats Pallet Guard, ensure all joints and nail heads are sealed.
Apply more coats to joints and nail heads to seal them if necessary).
3. Allow to dry between coats.

OLD WOOD
1. Clean wood and poison fungus (fungus can be destroyed using Paintcor’s Ushevu diluted 1 litre
to 19 litres water or with undiluted household bleach). Allow to dry. (See Ushevu data sheet for
use).
2. Coat all sides of the wood with 2 coats of Pallet Guard. Ensure all joints and nail heads are
sealed. (Apply more coats to joints and nail heads to seal them if necessary). Allow to dry
between coats.
CLEANING EQUIPMENT
Clean all equipment with water immediately after use.

